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An analytical model based on Lagrangian variables is presented for the description of ion-acoustic
waves propagating in an unmagnetized, collisionless, three-component plasma composed of inertial
positive ions and two thermalized electron populations, characterized by different temperatures. The
wave’s amplitude is shown to be modulationally unstable. Different types of localized envelope
electrostatic excitations are shown to exist, and their forms are analytically and numerically
investigated in terms of the plasma dispersion and nonlinearity laws. These results are in qualitative
agreement with satellite observations in the magnetosphere. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
[DOI: 10.1063/1.1781167]

I. INTRODUCTION

Ion acoustic waves(IAWs) are well-known electrostatic
plasma modes,1 excited when a population of inertial ions
oscillate against a dominant thermalized background of elec-
trons providing the necessary restoring force. The IAW phase
speed lies between the electron and ion thermal speeds.

The linear properties of the IAWs have been extensively
studied and have been well understood for a long time.1 As
far as nonlinear effects are concerned, the formation of IAW-
related localized structures, due to a mutual compensation
between nonlinearity and dispersion, has been anticipated
theoretically, either via the Korteweg–deVries(KdV) or
Zakharov-Kuznetsov equation,2–4 describing small amplitude
solitary waves, or the Sagdeev potential formalism,4–7 ac-
counting for arbitrary amplitude excitations, and also experi-
mentally confirmed.8

It is now established that the characteristics of the IAW
propagation can be strongly modified by the existence of a
minority population of “cold” electrons, as has been shown
theoretically3,4,6,9,10and experimentally.9,11 Regarding appli-
cations, it may be noted that the injection of cold electrons
into a plasma and the subsequent decrease of the phase speed
of waves has been suggested as a possible IAW stabilization
mechanism, as well as an ion heating enhancement method.9

Recently, studies of two-electron-temperature plasmas
have been encouraged by satellite observations of moving
localized potential variation regions, reported by recent
spacecraft missions, e.g., the FAST(Fast Auroral Snapshot)
in the auroral region,12,13 as well as the S3-3,14 Viking,15,16

GEOTAIL, and POLAR(Ref. 13 and 17) missions in the
Earth’s magnetosphere, where such an electron population

coexistence is encountered. Some of the localized structures
reported therein bear qualitative characteristics which are
reminiscent of electrostatic solitary waves and are strongly
believed to be related to ion-acoustic waves; see the discus-
sion in Ref. 13; also see Ref. 18 for a recent consideration of
ion-acoustic shocks with respect to the Auroral Kilometric
Radiation. It should be stressed that both compressive and
rarefactive large amplitude structures have been observed;12

as a matter of fact, it has recently been suggested13 that nei-
ther the velocity dependence of the observed potential struc-
ture amplitudes nor their asymmetry should be taken for
granted, since they may be attributed to intrinsic measure-
ment errors; finally, the observed phase speeds lie over an
extended region of values, sometimes even above the ion
sound speed; these facts seem to suggest that plainly employ-
ing the KdV picture4,10,18may not suffice for the elucidation
of the generation of these solitary structures and an alterna-
tive instability mechanism may be present; also see the dis-
cussion in Refs. 10 and 13. One such mechanism, namely,
the modulational instability of the IAW due to carrier wave
self-interaction, was suggested in Ref. 19 where it was
shown to lead to harmonic generation and the formation of
envelope localized structures of either compressive or rar-
efactive form, in agreement with satellite observations.20,21

Finally, IAWs were recently studied via an approximative
approach relying on a Lagrangian variable formulation,22

based on a formalism previously employed in the description
of electron plasma waves23–25 and thoroughly studied in a
recent review paper26 with respect to plasma and fluid flows.
Our aim here is to extend those results by applying the La-
grangian formalism to the description of nonlinear IAWs in
plasmas with two-electron components.

In this paper, we consider the nonlinear propagation of
ion-acoustic waves in a collisionless plasma consisting of
three distinct particle species “s”: an inertial species of ions
(denoted by “i”; massmi, chargeqi = +Zie), surrounded by an
environment of two populations of(“hot” and “cold”) elec-
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trons (massme, charge −e), at different temperaturesTh and
Tc;mTh,Th. Charge neutrality is assumed at equilibrium.

II. THE MODEL

Let us consider the hydrodynamic-Poisson system of
equations for the IAWs in the plasma. The number densityni

of ions is governed by the continuity equation

] ni

dt
+ = · sniuid = 0, s1d

where the mean velocityui obeys

] ui

dt
+ ui · = ui =

Zie

mi
E = −

Zie

mi
= F. s2d

The electric fieldE=−=F is expressed in terms of the gra-
dient of the potentialF, which is obtained from Poisson’s
equation= ·E=4poqsns, viz.,

¹2F = 4pesnc + nh − Zinid. s3d

Alternatively, one may consider

] E

] t
= − 4p o qsnsus. s4d

We assume a near-Boltzmann distribution for both electron
populations, i.e.,n* <n*,0 expseF /kBT*d (T* is the hot/cold
electron temperature for *=h/c; kB is Boltzmann’s constant;
obviouslyuh/c=0 here). The overall quasineutrality condition
reads

nc,0 + nh,0 − Zini,0 = 0. s5d

One-dimensional propagation along the magnetic fieldB is
explicitely considered in the following(so= will henceforth
denote] /]x), thus we have neglected the Lorentz forces in
Eq. (2).

A. Reduced Eulerian description

Choosing appropriate physical scales, one may cast all
of these equations into a reduced(nondimensional) form.
First, let us define the effective electron temperatureTef f

=snh,0+nc,0d / snh,0/Th+nc,0/Tcd and the “effective sound
speed” cs,ef f=skBTef f/mid1/2, in agreement with previous
experimental9 and theoretical10 considerations. Notice that,
interestingly, the effective electron temperatureTef f remains
finite, even if the hot electron temperatureTh tends to infinity
(in the presence of even a small percentage of cold electron
population) as pointed out in Ref. 9. The space and time
scales,L and T=L /cs,ef f, are chosen as the effective Debye
length lD,ef f=skBTef f/4pZi

2ni,0e
2d1/2;cs,ef f/vp,i and the in-

verse ion plasma frequencyvp,i
−1=s4pni,0Zi

2e2/mid−1/2, respec-
tively.

Equations(1)–(3) can thus be combined into the reduced
equations

] n

dt
+ = sn ud = 0,

] u

dt
+ u = u = − = f,

and

=2f = − sn − n̂d, s6d

where all quantities are nondimensional:n=ni /ni,0, u
=ui /v0, and f=F /F0; the scaling quantities are, respec-
tively, the equilibrium ion densityni,0, the effective sound
speedv0=cs,ef f (defined above), and F0=kBTef f/ sZied. The
(reduced) electron background densityn̂ is defined as

n̂ =
nc,0

Zini,0
esTef f/ZiTcdf +

nh,0

Zini,0
esTef f/ZiThdf ; o

s=c,h
Nse

bsf, s7d

where obviouslyNs=ns,0/ sZini,0d and bs=Tef f/ sZiTsd (for s
=c,h). We note that bothn and n̂ reduce to unity at equilib-
rium [since Eq.(5) implies Nc+Nh=1]. Notice, for later ref-
erence, that an approximate expression is obtained forn̂ by
explicitly assuming thatTc!Th, i.e., m=Tc/Th=bh/bc!1,
and then making use of the neutrality condition(5); one thus
obtains the expression

n̂ < Ncsebcf − 1d + 1 ; fsfd. s8d

Let us define, for later use, the inverse function off,

f−1sxd =
1

bc
lnS1 −

1 − x

Nc
D ; gsxd, s9d

viz., fsfd=x implies f= f−1sxd;gsxd.
Retain the definition of the cold-to-hot electron density

and temperature ratio, namely,n=nc,0/nh,0 and m=Tc/Th.
Notice that, taking the isothermal limitn→0 (or n→` or
m→1), one recovers exactly the “ordinary” IAW(in
electron-ion plasma) case. The parametersn andm generally
bear small values below unity; typical experimental values,
e.g., in rf discharge experiments,m=7.14310−2 andn=7.9
310−2 (Ref. 11), are of similar order of magnitude to those
reported by satellite observations: typicallyTh=10 eV, Tc

=0.8 eV, i.e.,m=8310−2 andn=0.1 (Ref. 15) or even pos-
sibly less.10 However, higher experimental values, i.e.,m be-
tween 0.2 and 0.5 andn varying from 0.33 to 6, have also
been reported in discharge plasmas.9 Both of the parameters
n and m enter the model formulaes via the relations(7) [or
(8)] and (9); to see this, notice thatNc=nc,0/ snc,0+nh,0d
=n / s1+nd and Tef f=Ths1+nd / s1+n /md, so that bc=s1
+1/nd / s1+n /md.

The well-known IAW dispersion relation v2

=cs,ef f
2 k2/ sk2lD,e

2 +1d (Ref. 27) is obtained from Eqs.(1)–(5).
On the other hand, the system(6) yields the reduced relation
v2=k2/ sk2+1d, which of course immediately recovers the
former dispersion relation upon restoring dimensions.

B. Lagrangian formulation

Let us introduce the Lagrangian variableshj ,tj, which
are related to the Eulerian variableshx,tj via the relations
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j = x −E
0

t

usj,t8ddt8, t = t. s10d

Notice that they coincide att=0. The transformation(10)
implies the gradient relations

] /] x → a−1 ] /] j, ] /] t → ] /] t − a−1 u ] /] j,

where we have defined the quantity

asj,td ;
] x

] j
= 1 +E

0

t

dt8
]

] j
usj,t8d. s11d

Notice that the convective derivativeD;] /]t+u] /]x is
now plainly identified to] /]t. Also note thata satisfies
asj ,t=0d=0 and

] asj,td
] t

=
] usj,td

] j
. s12d

As a matter of fact, the Lagrangian transformation defined
here reduces to a Galilean transformation if one suppresses
the evolution ofu, i.e., for u=const(viz, ]u/]t=]u/]j=0,
hencea=1). Furthermore, should one also suppress the de-
pendence in timet, it is reminiscent of the traveling wave
ansatz fsx,td= fsx−vt;sd, which is widely used in the
Sagdeev potential formalism(see, e.g., Refs. 4–7).

The variable transformation defined above leads to a
new set of equations

nsj,td = a−1sj,tdnsj,0d, s13d

] usj,td
] t

=
Zie

mi
Esj,td, s14d

a−1sj,td
] Esj,td

] j
= 4pZiefnsj,td − n̂ni,0g, s15d

S ]

] t
− a−1u

]

] j
DEsj,td = − 4p Zie nsj,tdusj,td, s16d

where the electric fieldE is now related to the potentialf via

Esj,td = − a−1sj,td
] fsj,td

] j
. s17d

See that we have temporarily restored dimensions for physi-
cal transparency; recall that the(dimensionless) quantity n̂,
which is in fact a function off, is given by Eq.(7). One
immediately recognizes the role of the(inverse of the) func-
tion asj ,td as a density time evolution operator, cf. Eq.
(13).28 Poisson’s equation is now obtained by combining
Eqs.(15) and (17),

a−1 ]

] j
Sa−1] f

] j
D = − 4pZiesn − n̂ni,0d. s18d

In principle, our aim is to solve the system of equations
(13)–(16) or, by eliminatingE, Eqs.(13), (14), and(18) for a
given initial conditionnsj ,t=0d=n0sjd, and then make use
of the definition(10) in order to invert back to the Eulerian

arguments of the state moment variables(i.e., density, veloc-
ity, etc.). However, this is admittedly not an easy task to
accomplish.

III. NONLINEAR ION PLASMA OSCILLATIONS

Multiplying Eq. (15) by usj ,td and then adding to Eq.
(16), one obtains

] Esj,td
] t

= − 4pZieni,0n̂usj,td. s19d

Combining with Eq.(14), one obtains the equation

]2u

] t2 = − vp,i
2 n̂u, s20d

wherevp,i is the ion plasma frequency(defined above). De-
spite its apparent simplicity, Eq.(20) is neither an ordinary
differential equation—since all variables depend onboth
time t and spacej—nor a closed evolution equation for the
mean velocityusj ,td: note that the(normalized) background
particle densityn̂ depends on the potentialf and on the
plasma parameters; see its definition(7). The evolution of the
potential fsj ,td, in turn, involvesusj ,td [via the quantity
asj ,td] and the ion densitynsj ,td.

Equation(20) suggests that the system performs nonlin-
ear oscillations at a frequencyv=vp,in̂

1/2. Near equilibrium,
the quantity n̂ is approximately equal to unity and one
plainly recovers a linear oscillation at the ion plasma fre-
quency vp,i. Quite unfortunately this apparent simplicity,
which might in principle enable one to solve forusj ,td and
then obtainhj ,tj in terms ofhx,tj and vice versa(cf. David-
son’s treatment for electron plasma oscillations in Ref. 24;
also compare to Ref. 25, settingg=0 therein), is absent in
the general(off-equilibrium) case where the plasma oscilla-
tions described by Eq.(20) are intrinsicallynonlinear.

Since Eq.(20) is in general not a closed equation foru,
unless the background densityn̂ is constant(i.e., independent
of f, as in Refs. 24 and 25), one can neither apply standard
methods involved in the description of nonlinear oscillators
on Eq.(20) (cf. Ref. 25) nor reduce the description to a study
of Eqs.(19) and(20) (cf. Ref. 23), but rather has to retain all
(or rather five) of the evolution equations derived above,
since five interdependent dynamical state variables(i.e.,n, u,
E, f, anda) are involved. This procedure will be exposed in
the following section.

IV. PERTURBATIVE NONLINEAR LAGRANGIAN
TREATMENT

Let us consider weakly nonlinear oscillations performed
by our system close to(but not at) equilibrium.

The basis of our perturbative study will be the reduced
system of equations

]

] t
sa nd = 0,

] u

] t
= E,
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] E

] j
= sn − n̂da,

aE = −
] f

] j
,

] a

] t
=

] u

] j
, s21d

which follow from the Lagrangian equations(13)–(18) by
scaling over appropriate quantities, as described in Sec.
II A. 29 This system describes the evolution of the state vector
S=sa ,n,u,E,fd sPR5d in the Lagrangian coordinates de-
fined above. We will consider small deviations from the
equilibrium state S0=s1,1,0,0,0dT, by taking S=Ss0d

+eS1
s0d+e2S2

s0d+¯, wheree s!1d is a smallness parameter.
Accordingly, we shall Taylor develop the quantityn̂sfd near
f<0, viz., f<ef1+e2f2+¯, in order to expressn̂ as

n̂ < 1 + c1f + c2f2 + c3f3 + ¯

=1 +ec1f1 + e2sc1f2 + c2f1
2d

+ e3sc1f3 + 2c2f1f2 + c3f1
3d + ¯ , s22d

where the coefficientscj s j =1,2, . . .d, which are determined
from the definition(7) of n̂, contain all the essential depen-
dence on the plasma parametersnc/h,0 andTc/h or, say,m and
n; making use ofex<on=0

` xn/n!, one easily obtains

c1 = Zi
−1, cn =

snc + nhdsnhTc
n + ncTh

nd
n ! Zi

nsnhTc + ncThdn sn ù 2d,

or, in terms ofn andm,

cn =
s1 + ndn−1smn + nd

n ! Zi
nsm + ndn sn ù 1d.

Check that, for eithern=0 or n→` (i.e., for vanishing mi-
nority electrons), one recovers the correct expressioncn

=1/sn! Zi
nd.

According to the standard reductive perturbation
technique,30 we shall consider the stretched(slow) Lagrang-
ian coordinatesZ=esj−ltd, T=e2t (where lPR will be
determined later). The perturbed state of(the j th—j
=1, . . . ,5—component of) the state vectorSsnd is assumed to
depend on the fast scales via the carrier phaseu=kj−vt,
while the slow scales enter the argument of the(j th el-
ement’s) lth harmonic amplitudeSj ,l

snd, viz., Sjsnd=ol=−`
` Sj ,l

snd

3sZ,Tdeil skj−vtd (whereSj ,−l
snd =Sj ,l

snd* ensures reality). Treating
the derivative operators as

]

] t
→ ]

] t
− el

]

] Z
+ e2 ]

] T
,

]

] j
→ ]

] j
+ e

]

] Z
,

and substituting into the system of evolution equations, one
obtains an infinite series in both(perturbation order) en and
(phase harmonic) l. The standard perturbation procedure now
consists in solving in successive orders,en and substituting
in subsequent orders. The details of the method, involving a
calculation which is particularly lengthy yet perfectly

straightforward, is outlined, e.g., in Ref. 27, so only the es-
sential stepstones are provided here.

The equations obtained forn= l =1 determine the first
harmonics of the perturbation

n1
s1d = − a1

s1d = sk2/v2dc,

u1
s1d = sk/vdc, E1

s1d = − ikc s23d

where c denotes the potential correctionf1
s1d. The cyclic

frequencyv obeys the dispersion relationv2=k2/ sk2+sc1d,
which exactly recovers, once dimensions are restored, the
standard IAW dispersion relation1 mentioned above.

Proceeding in the same manner, we obtain the second-
order quantities, namely, the amplitudes of the second har-
monicsS2

s2d and constant(“direct current”) termsS0
s2d, as well

as a finite contributionS1
s2d to the first harmonics; as expected

from similar studies, these three(sets of 5, at eachn, l) quan-
tities are found to be proportional toc2, ucu2, and ]c /]Z,
respectively; the lengthy expressions are omitted here for
brevity. The(n=2, l =1) equations provide the compatibility
condition: l=vs1−v2d /k=dv /dk; l is therefore the group
velocity vgskd=v8skd at which the wave envelope propa-
gates. It turns out thatvg decreases with increasing wave
numberk; nevertheless, it always remains positive.

In order ,e3, the equations forl =1 yield an explicit
compatibility condition in the form of a nonlinear
Schrödinger-type equation(NLSE)

i
] c

] T
+ P

]2c

] Z2 + Qucu2c = 0. s24d

Recall thatc;f1
s1d denotes the(envelope) amplitude of the

first-order electric potential perturbation. The “slow” vari-
ableshZ,Tj were defined above.

Thedispersion coefficient Pis related to the curvature of
the dispersion curve asP=v9skd /2=−3v3s1−v2d / s2k2d.
One may easily check thatP is negative(for all values ofk).
Note thatP depends on neitherm nor n.

The nonlinearity coefficient Qis due to carrier wave
self-interaction. It is given by the expression

Q = −
v3

12k4fs3c1
2 − 2c2d2 + 3s5c1

3 + 4c1c2 − 6c3dk2

+ 3sc1
2 + 8c2dk4 − 3c1k

6g, s25d

where the coefficientsc1,2,3 were defined above. Let us in-
vestigate the behavior ofQ in some limiting cases. First, for
low wave numberk, Q goes to −̀ as

Q < −
fm2sn − 2d + n − 6mn − 2n2g2

12sm + nd4

1

k
.

In the single electron population limitn→0 (i.e., ne!nh),
one obtains the approximate expression

Qn→0 <
3k6 − 15k4 − 18k2 − 4

12ks1 + k2d3/2

(see that them dependence also disappears, naturally). Fi-
nally, in the vanishing cold electron temperature limitm
→0 (viz., Te!Th), one has
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Qm→0 < f3n2k6 − 3ns4 + 5ndk4 + s3 − 18n2dk2

− s1 − 2nd2g/f12n2ks1 + k2d3/2g. s26d

It may be noted, for rigor, that the dependence ofc on
Z=esj−vgtd, which arises as a compatibility condition(see
above), here essentially amounts toc=csZ1d, where Z1

=esx−vgtd+Ose2d [to see this, combine the definitions(10)
with the assumptionu=eus1d+e2us2d+¯]; recall that Eq.(24)
is valid at ordere3 (since ] /]T,]2/]Z2,e2, c,e), i.e.,
within an error,e4 being neglected.

A. Stability analysis

Following the standard stability analysis,27,31–33we may
linearize around the plane wave solution of the NLSE(24)
c=ĉeiQuĉu2t+c.c. (c.c.—complex conjugate)—notice the am-

plitude dependence of the frequency shiftDv=e2Quĉu2—by

settingĉ=ĉ0+eĉ1, and then assuming the perturbationĉ1 to

be of the formĉ1=ĉ1,0 eisk̂z−v̂td+c.c.. Substituting into Eq.

(24), one thus readily obtainsv̂2=P2k̂2fk̂2−2sQ/Pduĉ1,0u2g.
The wave will thus bestable s∀ k̂d if the product PQ is
negative. However, for positivePQ.0, instability sets in for

wave numbers below a critical valuek̂cr=Î2Q/Puĉ1,0u, i.e.,

for wavelengths above a thresholdlcr=2p / k̂cr; defining the

instability growth rates= uImv̂sk̂du, we see that it reaches its

maximum value fork̂= k̂cr /Î2, viz.,

smax= uImv̂uk̂=k̂cr/Î2 = uQuuĉ1,0u2.

We see that the instability condition depends only on the sign
of the productPQ, which may be studied numerically, rely-
ing on the expressions derived above. As a first result, we see
that Q is always negative for lowk, therefore prescribing
instability for large wavelengthsl. Admittedly, this result
qualitatively somehow contradicts the Eulerian behavior(for
low k) predicted in Ref. 19; however, this is rather not un-
expected, since we have relied on a nonlinear variable trans-
formation, which undoubtedly modifies the nonlinear laws
governing the system’s evolution.

B. Finite amplitude nonlinear excitations

The NLSE(24) is long known to possess distinct types
of localized constant profile(solitary wave) solutions, de-
pending on the sign of the productPQ.19,31–34 Remember
that this equation here describes the evolution of the wave’s
envelope, so these solutions represent slowly varying local-
ized envelope structures, confining the(fast) carrier wave.
Following Ref. 34, we may seek a solution of Eq.(24) in the
form csz ,td=rsZ,TdeiQsz,td+c.c., wherer, s are real vari-
ables which are determined by substituting into the NLSE
and separating real and imaginary parts. The different types
of solution thus obtained are summarized in the following.

For PQ.0 we find the(bright) envelope soliton

r = ± r0 sechSZ − uet

L
D ,

s27d

Q =
1

2P
FueZ − SV +

1

2
ue

2DTG ,

which represents a localized pulse traveling at the envelope
speedue and oscillating at a frequencyV (at rest). The pulse
width L depends on the maximum amplitude squarer0 as
L=s2P/Qd1/2/r0. Since the productPQ is always positive
for long wavelengths, as we saw above, this type of excita-
tion will be rather privileged in real plasmas where a second
population of(cold) electrons is present. The bright-type en-
velope soliton is depicted in Fig. 1; notice the resemblance to
envelope electrostatic structures reported during satellite
observations.20,21

For PQ,0 we obtain thedark envelope soliton(hole)34

r = ± r1F1 − sech2SZ − ueT

L8
DG1/2

= ± r1 tanhSZ − ueT

L8
D ,

Q =
1

2P
FueZ − S1

2
ue

2 − 2PQr1DTG , s28d

which represents a localized region of negative wave density
(shock) traveling at a speedue. Again, the pulse width de-
pends on the maximum amplitude squarer1 via L8
=s2uP/Qud1/2/r1.

Finally, still for PQ,0, one also obtains thegray enve-
lope solitary wave34

r = ± r2F1 − a2 sech2SZ − ueT

L9
DG1/2

, s29d

which also represents a localized region of negative wave
density. Comparing to the dark soliton(28), we note that the
maximum amplituder2 is now finite (nonzero) everywhere;
also, the pulse width of this gray-type excitationL9
=Î2uP/Qu / sa r2d now also depends on an independent pa-
rameter a which represents the modulation depths0,a
ø1d. The lengthy expressions which determine the phase
shift Q and the parametera, which are omitted here for
brevity, can be found in Refs. 19 and 34. Fora=1, one
recovers the dark soliton presented above.

An important qualitative result to be retained is that the
envelope soliton widthL and maximum amplituder satisfy
Lr,ÎP/Q (see above), and thus depend on(the ratio of) the
coefficientsP andQ; for instance, regions with higher values
of P (or lower values ofQ) will support wider (spatially
more extended) localized excitations, for a given value of the
maximum amplitude. Contrary to the KdV soliton picture,
the width of these excitations does not depend on their ve-
locity. It does, however, depend on the parametersm andn.

The localized excitations presented above represent the
slowly varying envelope which confines the(fast) carrier
space and time oscillations, viz.,f=CsX,Zdcosskj−vtd for
the electric potentialf [and analogous expressions for the
density ni, etc.; cf. Eq.(23)]. The different types of these
envelope excitations are depicted in Figs. 1 and 2. Note the
qualitative similarity between Fig. 1 and envelope modulated
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electrostatic wave forms reported by satellite observations;
see, e.g., Fig. 1 in Ref. 20 or Fig. 4 in Ref. 21.

The qualitative characteristics of envelope excitations,
which may possibly exist in the system under consideration,

may be predicted by studying the ratioP/Q;hsk;n ,md: re-
call that its sign determines the type(bright or dark) of the
excitation, while its(absolute) value determines its width for
a given amplitude(and vice versa). In Figs. 3–5 we have
attempted to trace the complex behavior ofh as a function of
the wave numberk and the parametersn andm. For a given
wave number and temperature ratiom=Tc/Th, varying the
density ration=nc/nh (i.e., injecting cold electrons) may re-
sult in a change in the form of the envelope excitations; see

FIG. 1. The evolution of a modulated wave packet confined by a bright-type
(pulse) envelope solution of the NLS equation, at different snapshots at
t1, t2, ¯ , t5; these wave forms have been computed directly from Eq.
(27), only varyingt, for the same(arbitrary) parameter values.

FIG. 2. A heuristic representation of different wave packets modulated by a
soliton solution of the NLS equation. These excitations are of the(a,b)
bright type (PQ.0, pulses), (c) dark type,(d) gray type(PQ,0, voids).
Notice that the amplitude never reaches zero in(d).
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Fig. 3. The same is true when one modifies the temperature
of the cold electron component, by keeping its density fixed;
see Fig. 4. In the same time, different values of the carrier
wave number may correspond to different excitations, even
for a fixed pair of values ofn andm. Since, intuitively speak-
ing, different ion-acoustic wave numbers may be excited, for
any given plasma conditions, none of the above soliton types
is a priori excluded at some given situation. Furthermore, a

simultaneous propagation of nonlinear excitations(moving
at different velocities and not interacting with each other) is
in principle possible, which leads to the conjecture that a
local envelope soliton superposition may account for the ap-
parent asymmetries observed in the potential and density
variation structures reported by satellite observations. In par-
ticular, these results are in qualitative agreement with con-
clusions in Ref. 4, where it was argued that both compressive

FIG. 3. The ratioh=P/Q is depicted vs the temperature ratiom=Tc/Th for
a wave numberk=0.2kD,h and a density ration=nc/nh equal to(a) 0.1; (b)
0.2; (c) 0.3; (d) 0.4.

FIG. 4. The ratioh=P/Q is depicted vs the density ration=nc/nh for a
wave numberk=0.2kD,h and a temperature ratiom=Tc/Th equal to(a) 0.05;
(b) 0.1; (c) 0.15; (d) 0.2.
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and rarefactive solitary structures may coexist, in the pres-
ence of an important temperature difference.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the nonlinear propagation of ion-
acoustic waves in a plasma which is characterized by two
distinct electron temperatures. This study was motivated by

satellite observations of electrostatic waves in the magneto-
sphere, where such a coexistence between electrons at differ-
ent temperatures occurs. Employing a Lagrangian formalism,
which extends known previous results on electron plasma
oscillations, we have investigated the modulational stability
of the amplitude of the propagating ion-acoustic oscillations
and have shown that these electrostatic waves may become
unstable, due to self-interaction of the carrier wave. This
instability may either lead to wave collapse or to wave en-
ergy localization, in the form of propagating localized enve-
lope structures. We have provided a exact set of analytical
expressions for these localized excitations, which bear quali-
tative characteristics close to those of the modulated enve-
lope electrostatic structures recently observed. Hopefully,
these results may help us to explain the appearance of enve-
lope localized wave forms in the Earth’s auroral acceleration
region and the magnetosphere, which—contrary to localized
pulses/shocks which are effectively described via KdV or
Sagdeev-potential theories—still lack a satisfying theoretical
explanation.

This study complements a similar investigation which
was recently carried out, based on an Eulerian formulation of
the plasma fluid model.19 As a matter of fact, our results
provide a slightly different nonlinear stability profile for the
wave amplitude, with respect to the previous(Eulerian) de-
scription; this was intuitively expected, since the passing to
Lagrangian variables involves an inherently nonlinear trans-
formation, which inevitably modifies the nonlinear evolution
profile of the system described. However, the general quali-
tative result remains intact: the ion-acoustic-type electro-
static plasma waves may propagate in the form of localized
envelope excitations, which are formed as a result of the
mutual balance between dispersion and nonlinearity in the
plasma fluid. More sophisticated descriptions, incorporating,
e.g., thermal or collisional effects, may be elaborated in or-
der to refine the parameter range of the problem, and will be
reported later.
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